VIDEO HISTORY PROJECT

We have been working on the VIDEO HISTORY PROJECT for about five years. It has a varied pedigree - Ralph’s long love of old machines; 30 years of work at the Center; teaching A Natural History of Video at Visual Studies Workshop’s Summer Institute; concern for reclaiming the history of our medium; an appreciation of the transitory nature of human beings and the fragility of the materials which they use to record their thoughts and feelings; a desire to preserve these traces - both tape and apparatus; a love of tools and images; the enthusiasm of friends and co-workers willing to become engaged in this endless work.

It is a project with several faces.
It is about research, and the collecting and organizing of information which locates and documents media history resources - tapes, artists’ instruments, writings and ephemera.
It is about sharing information and reaching out to new audiences, about increasing awareness of how and where to find the artworks, and helping to create contexts in which the work can be more widely presented and appreciated.
It is about strengthening preservation efforts to rescue deteriorating tape-based works, so there will always be something to see.
It is about coming together to celebrate our field, to learn from each other, to discover parallels and intersections between early activities and contemporary practice. To continue the conversations.
The conference, VIDEO HISTORY: MAKING CONNECTIONS, is a way to celebrate our history, and to renew a commitment to saving the stories, memories and works which have come out of the last 30 years of experimentation. While the conference is not specific to activities in any particular geography, our initial efforts on the web are.

The website VIDEO HISTORY PROJECT is focused now on activities during the first decade, in the Upstate region. We have rediscovered many old friends in the process. Eventually we expect the site to grow in its virtual geographic base, and to include activities throughout the State, and around the world. We will begin locally. It is a manageable scale for us.

The site will serve as a way to collect information, by allowing people to post to the site their reflections and recollections. It will also disseminate information, with pages devoted to the early video groups and collectives active in the area; to individuals; to internet resources; to bibliographies; to institutions and services, from distribution to preservation and education. The project will continue to grow.

The project needs your help. We invite all of you to continue to participate - to complete the information questionnaire you’ll find in your mailbox and to visit the site and share an image or post your thoughts and remembrances.

Video History: Making Connections
Syracuse University
October 16-18, 1998
The **VIDEO HISTORY PROJECT** owes thanks to many people, some of whom, in no particular order, are -

Our friends, old and new, who work at the many places, present and past, dedicated to moving image and sound art
All the conference presenters, supporting organizations and participants
Debby Silverfine and Claude Meyers at the New York State Council on the Arts
Pamela Clapp at The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
Jim Lindner and Dara Myers-Kingsley at VidiPax
Mona Jimenez, Tara Mateik, Pamela Susan Hawkins and Amy Hufnagel for their enthusiasm and much hard work
Especially David Jones for his devotion to the cause for so many years
Most especially Ralph for his tireless teaching efforts and his patience

Video Data Bank, Media Alliance, the Institute for Electronic Arts at Alfred
All the Visual Studies Workshop Summer Institute participants over the years who worked on various early versions of the ideas
To early friends Nam June Paik, Shigeko Kubota, Arthur Tsuchiya, Russell Connor, Barbara Hessel, Peter Bradley, John Giancola, Nathan Lyons, Gerry O'Grady, Steina and Woody Vasulka, Harald Bode, Jack Goldman
For the webwork of Beth Kanter, Christa Erickson, Andy, Mark Klingensmith, Greg Bowman
Advisors and researchers Cynthia Young, Barbara Lattanzi, Molly Finnan, Julia Dzvonkowsi, Chris Hill, Deirdre Boyle
And all of the many people who have spoken with us- Ken Marsh, Parry Teasdale, John Minkowski, Harland Snodgrass, Daniel Reeves, Steina
And to those of you who will soon receive our questionnaire...

The **VIDEO HISTORY PROJECT** and **VIDEO HISTORY: MAKING CONNECTIONS** are organized by the Experimental Television Center in partnership with and support from the Institute for Electronic Arts at Alfred University, the New York State Alliance for Arts Education and Syracuse University, and with the Everson Museum of Art, Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center and Visual Studies Workshop. The Project is under the direction of Sherry Miller Hocking of the Experimental Television Center and independent preservation consultant Mona Jimenez, in collaboration with Amy Hufnagel of the New York Foundation for the Arts.

The project is made possible with support from The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts and with public funds from the Statewide Challenge Grant Program and the New York State Council on the Arts. Additional support has been received from the Everson Museum of Art, Media Alliance, and individual contributors. Corporate support has been provided by Dave Jones Design and VidiPax.

Experimental Television Center
Sherry Miller Hocking
October 1998
SEMINARS  FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1998  10am - 4pm

VIDEO REWIND: A SEMINAR ON EARLY VIDEO HISTORY


If these names are not "a blast from the past" but rather tantalizing fragments of a remote and hidden history, then join us for a day-long seminar designed to introduce curators, critics, librarians, archivists, funders, artists, students, and interested others to the early history of independent video in America (1965 and 1980). This seminar will offer an intensive day of screenings, discussions, and presentations by and about video pioneers. Screenings will include selections of significant video art and documentary tapes that illustrate some of the diverse interests, preoccupations, styles, and approaches of early video. Lectures and discussions will explore how this new medium for art, activism, and information was developed by artist-innovators, video collectives, new technology manufacturers, funders, museum curators, and public television producers, to name a few of the key players. Depending upon participant interests, discussion may cover: how video differentiated itself from network television and affiliated with the fine arts; the role of cable TV; the importance of collectives; differences among video's early black-and-white and color formats and their impact on video aesthetics; the rise of women's video; the relationship of early video theory to prevailing theories of media, cybernetics and social change, etc.

Deirdre Boyle, Seminar Leader
Senior Faculty, Graduate Media Studies Program, The New School for Social Research (New York) and author of Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited (Oxford, 1997), Video Preservation: Securing the Future of the Past (Media Alliance, 1993) and Video Classics: Video Art and Documentary Tapes (Oryx, 1986)

Barbara London
Curator of Video, The Museum of Modern Art and founder of the museum's video program

Paul Ryan
McLuhan fellow, member of Raindance and TVTV, and author of Cybernetics of the Sacred and Video Mind/Earth Mind: Art, Communications, and Ecology

Parry Teasdale
founding member of the Video freex and Media Bus and author of the forthcoming Video freex: A Memoir of Lanesville TV, America's First Pirate Television Station

People in this session will share a box lunch together at 12:30.
SEMINARS  FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1998   10am - 4pm

VIDEO PRESERVATION

The goal of this full-day working meeting is to bring together key artists, media arts organizations, educational institutions and others to share information and strategize about the next steps we can take toward preserving collections of video art and community television. Reports from several organizations on major initiatives will be interspersed with question and answer and discussion. The afternoon will feature reports on video preservation activities, and the trends in public and private funding for preservation. There will be ample time for small-group planning and work.

Agenda
10:00-10:20  Welcome, agenda review with Mona Jimenez
10:20-12:00  Reports on major initiatives, questions and discussion
            The Association of Moving Image Archivists Committee on US National Moving Image Preservation  Jim Lindner and Mona Jimenez
            Cataloguing Task Force, Moving Image Preservation Plans  Jim Hubbard
            The Electronic Media Special Interest Group, American Institute for the Conservation of Art and Historic Works  Paul Messier
            Bay Area Video Coalition, Since the Video Roundtable  Luke Hones
            Initiatives for Audio Preservation  Nan Rubin
            Report on Canada’s National Plan  V Tape

12:00-1:00  Lunch on your own

1:00-1:45  Report on video preservation activities, and the status of media arts collections
           Debby Silverfine, Electronic Media and Film Program, New York State Council on the Arts, reports on trends in public and private funding for video preservation

1:45-2:30  Strategy Session:
           - What are the priorities in terms of needs
           - What collaborative projects can we initiate to address these needs
           - What actions do we need to take to move forward

2:30-2:45  Break

2:45-3:40  Small group meetings

3:40-4:00  Reporting and general discussion

This Video Preservation meeting is co-sponsored by Media Alliance, and organized by Mona Jimenez.
SESSIONS  SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1998

10:00 am - 12:00 noon

PIONEERS OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY  10:00 - 11:00 am
This lecture and slide presentation features 2-dimensional works by artists exploring the intersection of photography and early electronic media including Peer Bode, Nancy Burson, Walter Chappell, Connie Coleman/Alan Powell, Laurence Gartel, Carl Geiger, Robert Heinecken, William Larson, Nam June Paik, Sheila Pinkel, Mary Ross, Sonia Landy Sheridan, Howard Sochurek, Mary Jo Toles, Woody Vasulka, Joan Truckenbrod, Julius Vitali and Linda White. The exhibition was on view during the summer 1998 at Open Space Gallery, in Allentown, PA. Co-sponsored with Light Work.

Mary Ross, artist and curator

WRITING ABOUT VIDEO
This panel will explore a range of issues involved in writing about video. Paul Ryan will explicate a manifesto text on Guerrilla Television he published in Radical Software in 1971. Melinda Barlow will focus on issues of fantasy and memory in writing about two video installations of Mary Lucier, one known through documentation and the other through experience. Laura McGough will weave a path through video history to new media and back again in a search for models of writing that both enlarge and reintegrate the field of video.

Melinda Barlow, author and educator, University of Colorado at Boulder
Laura McGough, artist, curator, critic and co-director of Nomads
Paul Ryan, author and educator, New School for Social Research

TOOL DEVELOPMENTS/PEOPLE & MACHINES
A round-table discussion among some of the early practitioners of video and artists using new interactive technology within installations and web projects. Artists working in collaboration with tool designers and engineers to create original image-making devices was a hallmark of early video activity. Is this still possible? How does custom-designed software fit into the tradition of artist-built image processing devices? How do we address issues of access by artists to new media tools? Are older strategies still relevant? What are the restoration challenges facing museums with installations relying on old technology? What is the role that interfaces play in designing and working with new media environments?

Greg Bowman, OffLine
Carl Geiger, artist
Ralph Hocking, artist and director, Experimental Television Center
David Jones, artist and designer, Dave Jones Design
Jennifer McCoy, artist and educator, Brooklyn College
Kevin McCoy, artist and educator, City College of New York
Steina Vasulka, artist

NEGOTIATING DISTRIBUTION & AUDIENCE
Panelists will discuss how the media arts community has interacted with non-media groups to distribute work and build audiences, and how those connections can be expanded and strengthened. From the mid 1960's to the 1980's, Jean Haynes worked at the Chautauqua-Cattaraugus Library System and built a collection of independent video and film. She will talk about her experiences working collaboratively with the early video group Survival Arts Media who did workshops and production in library, educational and community settings. Organized by Media Alliance.

Linda Gibson, artist and Executive Director, Media Alliance
Jean Haynes, librarian, Chautauqua-Cattaraugus Library System
TEACHING VIDEO HISTORY
This session will present strategies for successfully integrating video history courses or seminars into production-oriented curricula. How can video history prove itself relevant in this era of digital multimedia? How can video history be taught without great resource libraries? How can video history courses link students and faculty with media arts communities beyond the classroom?

Kathy Rae Huffman, artist, writer, and educator, Rensselaer Polytechic Institute
Tom Sherman, artist, writer and educator, Syracuse University
Lisa Steele, artist, writer and co-director of V tape

FALLING FORWARD GRACEFULLY: CULTURAL CONTEXT & AUDIENCE
Makers Richard Fung, Kathy High and Walid Raad will discuss their own personal histories and ways they have connected to their local/global communities through their work as cultural practitioners and as activists. Looking at their participation in the media arts communities from the late 1970s until the present, these makers will discuss the various strategies that have enabled them to exhibit/distribute their work, curate/write about work, and engage audiences: how motivations have changed from then to now; how we need to adopt alternative approaches to attract audiences; and how shifts in gender, class, cultures of makers/audiences have affected the media arts field and production/distribution.

Richard Fung, artist, writer and educator, SUNY Buffalo
Kathy High, artist, curator, educator and editor of Felix: A Journal of Media Arts and Communication
Walid Ra’ad, artist, writer and educator, Queens College, CUNY

ARTS PRACTICE I
Artists will present work and lead a discussion of methods and ideas in art-making, theory, and recurrent elements in arts practice such as long distance communication, interactivity, mass media/cultural critique, and inter-media work.

Sara Hornbacher, artist and educator, Atlanta College of Art
Alan Powell, artist and educator, Temple University
Igor Vamos, artist and educator, Rensselaer Polytechic Institute

HISTORY OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS
Jim Lindner from the video restoration company VidiPax, will trace magnetic materials from wire recording to the present. Also discussed will be VidiPax’s new project for a museum and study center focused on older video and audio equipment.

Jim Lindner, President, VidiPax
ARTS PRACTICE II
Three artists will present work and encourage a discussion of methods and ideas in art-making, theory, and recurring elements in arts practice such as long distance communication, interactivity, mass media/cultural critique, and inter-media work.

Kristen Lucas, artist
Rita Myers, artist
Reggie Woolery, artist

ACTIVIST MEDIA
Join video activists from the Downtown Community Television Center, (DCTV) Paper Tiger TV and the Haitian Community Action Group (KAKO) to explore some historical and current successful uses of activist video. Keiko Tsuno will discuss DCTV's over 25 year history as a media arts center video in New York City's Chinatown. Paper Tiger TV is a video collective that makes programs addressing democratic communications, media representation and the economics of the information industry. They will talk about the Gulf Crisis TV project and a current PTTV outreach initiative for the tape Subverting Media: A Low-Tech Guide to Information Activism. KAKO's cable access series explores topics relevant to New York City's Haitian community, including immigration policy, police brutality, and community development in Haiti.

Rejin Leys, Haitian Community Action Group
Marty Lucas, Paper Tiger TV
Denise Gaberman, Paper Tiger TV
Keiko Tsuno, Downtown Community Television Center

MEDIA INFRASTRUCTURE
The session will explore the types of organizations, collectives, institutions and other environments that support/have supported media art and community media, how they came about, endured and/or faded away, how they have impacted or influenced various cultural or social sectors. Learn about early groups such as the Videofreex, Media Bus, and the first pirate television station, Lanesville TV, as well as contemporary structures, both ad hoc and institutionalized.

Chris Hill, artist, writer, and educator, Antioch College
Parry Teasdale, writer, and editor of the Woodstock Times
Sara Zia Ebrahimi, community radio activist and educator
SPECIAL EVENING EVENTS     FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1998

EVERSON MUSEUM RECEPTION
Everson Museum    5:30-7:30pm

Join colleagues from Video History: Making Connections and Common Ground, the NYSSAE conference, at the Everson Museum, a building designed by internationally-acclaimed architect I.M. Pei, for a reception. On view will be Water Training: A Video Installation, by New York City-based artist Janet Biggs, as well as works by Carrie Mae Weems, and a selection of recently restored video works by Bill Viola, Paik, Tony Oursler, Les Levine, Gary Hill and Skip Blumberg. This event is co-sponsored by the Experimental Television Center, the Everson Museum of Art and the New York State Alliance for Arts Education.

DAVID ROSS: THE SUCCESS OF THE FAILURE OF VIDEO
Hendrick’s Chapel, Syracuse University     8:15pm

Widely known as a champion of contemporary art, David Ross began his career as the world’s first video curator at the Everson Museum of Art in Syracuse, where he organized pioneering media exhibitions by such groups as Raindance, the VideoFreex, the Experimental Television Center, and by such artists as Frank Gillette, Shigeko Kubota and Nam June Paik. He then served at the Long Beach Museum of Art and the University Art Museum in Berkeley where he was Chief Curator. While Director of Boston’s Institute of Contemporary Art, he co-founded the Contemporary Art Television Fund and taught at Harvard University. From 1991 until 1998 he was Director of the Whitney Museum of American Art, where he recently curated with Peter Sellars a major retrospective of the work of Bill Viola. Ross is presently Director of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. David Ross will address a joint audience of the Video History Project and the Common Ground conferences. This event is co-sponsored by the Experimental Television Center, the New York State Alliance for Arts Education, and with corporate support from VidiPax.
PERFORMANCES    SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1998

"AUSPROBIEREN (to experiment)"
Syracuse University, 7:30-9pm
A multimedia/sound notation free composition and performance based on sampled sounds and texts by electronic instrument inventor and Western NY resident Harald Bode. All of the sounds created in this performance will all be used as "carrier" signals in the Bode Vocoder, an electronic sound processing device invented by Harald Bode in the mid-1970s. This instrument will be operated by video/multimedia artist Peer Bode, who will read an original text derived from the technical journals of his father Harald. All sampled/looped sounds used in the performance are taken from the demo tapes and sonic studies of Harald Bode. Pauline Oliveros will be present via video. She has been taped at Mills College playing her accordion (in just intonation) and will be mixed/processed live during the performance by Kevin McCoy who has developed his own video/sound processing computer programs that use algorithmic structures in their operation. The video will be projected. Classically trained violinist and electronic improvisor/video artist Steina Vasulka will be playing her long-time friend the violin, and Andrew Deutsch will be performing an analog synthesizer and has created a number of "loops" that will be mixed randomly into the performance. Tony Conrad, a video and film artist, pioneer of minimalist music and educator, joins in with his violin and ring modulator. Tony Conrad will perform Early Minimalism: May 1965, a series of works reflecting, but not literally reconstructing, the performance techniques introduced by Tony Conrad in his work with John Cale, LaMonte Young, Marian Zazeela and others during the early 1960s. In this piece, a solo violin is accompanied by other drone instruments, heard here on tape.

Performed by:
Peer Bode - text, Vocoder, processing, electronics
Tony Conrad - violin, electronics
Andrew Deutsch - loops, electronics, synthophone, mix
Kevin McCoy - video image processing, program design, sound processing, electronics
Pauline Oliveros - accordion and video performance
Steina Vasulka - violin, electronics

ARTVIDEODANCE
The Creamery 9:00pm -
ArtVideoDance commemorates the origins of video art and the interactive role of living, breathing art in our culture. Four video artists will perform a live video jam, an assortment of your favorite dance masters will be mixing their all-time favorites, an inflatable of legendary proportions will be installed by a team of enterprising local architects, and the eclectic collections of Creamery Art will be on view from the notorious tank room to the nouveau sometimes room. Directions are included in the conference packet.

Carl Geiger - video, mixing, Amiga computer
Carol Goss - video, Amiga computer
Boyd Nutting - video, electronic music, Amiga computer
Walter Wright - video, Targa2K
ON-GOING EVENTS  FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

All locations for on-going events can be found on the conference at a glance

EXTENDED PLAY I: SELECTED WORKS
  Friday noon - 5 pm
  Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
  Sunday 10 am - 1 pm
Screenings of historic works from the collections of distributors and media centers. Included is work from Electronic Arts Intermix, Everson Museum, DCTV, Experimental Intermedia, Experimental Arts Intermix, Experimental Television Center, Film/Video Arts, Hallwalls, Harvestworks, The Kitchen, Paper Tiger, Potato Wolf, Set in Motion from the New York State Council on the Arts, Video Data Bank, Visual Studies Workshop, V Tape, and Women Make Movies. Screenings on an on-going schedule, which is listed separately. Organized by Tara Mateik.

EXTENDED PLAY II: OPEN SCREENING ROOM
  Friday noon - 5 pm
  Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
  Sunday 10 am - 1 pm
You are invited to bring your old and new works to share with others. By sign up.

RESOURCE ROOM
  Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
  Sunday 10 am - 1 pm
Drop in and take a look at exhibition, distribution and university catalogs, books, magazines and ephemers from the early days of video, as well as examples of student work from around the world. Organized by Pamela Susan Hawkins, Institute for Electronic Arts

TOOL ROOM
  Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
  Sunday 10 am - 1 pm
Take a look at a display of early analog and digital tools, from off-the-shelf portapaks of the late 1960s to specially created instruments. On continuous view is Pioneers of Electronic Art, a program of works curated by Woody Vasulka and Steina Vasulka for Arts Electronica in 1992. The program illustrates the functioning of many of these old devices, and is user-accessible on five laserdisc stations. Organized by Peer Bode, David Jones, Steina Vasulka, Experimental Television Center and Institute for Electronic Arts

CONSTRUCTING VIDEO HISTORIES
  Saturday 10 am - 5 pm
  Sunday 10 am - 1 pm
You are invited to contribute your writings and memories to the website. Materials will be collected for later posting to the site. Please let us know if you are willing to be interviewed on video.
MELINDA BARLOW is an Assistant Professor of Film Studies at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Her essays on video artist Mary Lucier have appeared in Afterimage, Art Journal and Performing Arts Journal, and the critical anthology on Lucier which she edited for Johns Hopkins University Press as part of their Art and Performance Monographs series is forthcoming in 1999. Professor Barlow is presently at work on a book-length study of the phenomenology of installation which uses Lucier as a central example, as well as on a study of independent filmmaker and experimental theater artist Janie Geiser.

PEER BODE, Associate Professor of Media Arts at the School of Art and Design at Alfred University and Co-Director of the Institute for Electronic Arts, has also been a visiting lecturer at the Center for Media Study at the University of Buffalo and recently guest lecturer at the Kunstkademie in Oslo. He has served on peer review panels for the Media Program at the New York State Council on the Arts, the Finishing Funds Program of the Experimental Television Center and the Media Program at the New York Foundation for the Arts, where he also served as a three year term on the Board of Governors. His video and computer work has been widely exhibited internationally, most recently at the European Media Art Festival in Osnabruck, Circuits@NTS, The Governor's Conference on Art and Technology. He has presented work at the University of Texas at Austin, the Knitting Factory, the Boswell Museum, Brown University and Art in General. His work has also been selected for inclusion in Surveying the First Decade: Video Art and Alternative Media in the US, curated by Video Data Bank.

DEIRDRE BOYLE is the author of Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited (Oxford, 1997), a history of '70s video collectives, Video Classics: A Guide to Video Art and Documentary Tape (Oryx, 1986), and Video Preservation: Ensuring the Future of the Past (Media Alliance, 1993). She is the senior core faculty member in the Graduate Media Studies Program at The New School for Social Research in New York City. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including a Guggenheim Fellowship, Fulbright Fellowship at Moscow State University, Asian Cultural Council research grant, an ACE award for best documentary series on cable TV in 1988, and most recently, the New School University’s Distinguished Teaching Award. She has organized exhibitions of video art and documentary works for museums, libraries, television systems, festivals, arts centers, and universities in the United States, Canada, Finland, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Russia, India, Hong Kong, Japan, and Korea. She is a frequent contributor to The Independent Film and Video Monthly and Wide Angle, and has written nearly 150 essays for a variety of popular and scholarly media journals.

CONNIE COLEMAN and ALAN POWELL have collaborated in the electronic arts since the late 1970s. Their work encompasses single channel videotapes, sculptural multi-channel electronic installations, digital photography and electronic printmaking. Coleman holds undergraduate and graduate degrees from the Rhode Island School of Design and is a Professor at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia where she teaches Computer Animation. Powell holds a BFA from Rhode Island School of Design and an MFA from Rutgers University. He was a founding member of the Electron Movers in Providence, RI, Rhode Island’s first Media Arts Center. He is an Associate Professor in the Film/Media Arts Department at Temple University. Coleman and Powell’s work has been shown at The Kitchen, The Alternative Museum, and The Museum of the Moving Image in New York; the Philadelphia Museum of Art; The Long Beach Museum in California; the Musee d’Arte Moderne in Paris; and has been broadcast on Swiss and Danish television, the Learning Channel, and PBS.

TONY CONRAD has taught video production and interpretation at the Department of Media Study at the University of Buffalo since the 1970s. His work in video, film and music composition and performance has been widely exhibited. He has also served as a board member of Media Alliance, Squeaky Wheel and Hallwalls, and has produced hundreds of shows for cable access in Buffalo. Several of his CDS are available on Table of the Elements label at alternative record stores. He will be performing Early Minimalism: May 1965.

ANDREW DEUTSCH is a video artist and electronic composer living in Western NY. He currently teaches Sonic Media Arts at Alfred University and is the recent recipient of a New York Foundation for the Arts Video fellowship in 1998. He has also participated in the Artist In Residence program at the Experimental Television Center. He has recorded with Peer Bode, Kevin McCoy, and Pauline Oliveros on several occasions in the past.

SARA ZIA EBRAHIMI is a founding member of Free Radio Gainesville, an unlicensed community radio station in Florida. She has also been involved in the Civic Media Center, a community space and library of independent books, magazines, and audio and video tapes, for 5 years. She has recently moved to Philadelphia where she is starting a new community radio station.

RICHARD FUNG is a Toronto-based videomaker and writer. His tapes, which include Chinese Characters, My Mother’s Place, Dirty Laundry and the recently completed School Fag, co-directed with Tim McCaskell, have been widely screened and collected internationally; his essays, including the much-cited Looking for My Penis: The Eroticized Asian in Gay Video Porn, have been published in many journals and anthologies. He is an editor of Fuse Magazine and a programmer with the Inside Out Lesbian and Gay Film and Video Festival. Richard is currently Visiting Professor in the Department of Media Study, SUNY-Buffalo.
Denise Gaberman is the Paper Tiger Television distribution coordinator/urban cowgirl. She is an aspiring media artist and educator exploring anthropological techniques and visual arts.

Carl Geiger is an artist, technologist and teacher with many years of experience in video, photography and computers. He is a co-founder of the Synapse Video Center at Syracuse University and Innervations Media Systems, both non-profit organizations working with video as art. Presently he works for Enable, where he adapts computers and other technology for people with special needs. In Lafayette, NY, Carl has converted an old industrial building, The Creamery, into studios and living spaces for artists. Carl continues to create a wide variety of art such as Vista Fuel, six half-hour TV shows about art, life, love, ideas and travel broadcast in 1995; and Free Flow a street-level Internet site installation in 1996. He is a partipating artist in The Pioneers of Digital Photography, a group exhibiton at Open Space Hallery in Allentown.

Linda Gibson, Executive Director of Medial Alliance, has been an active member of the field as an arts administrator and artist. She has worked in distribution at California Newsreel as the Director of the African American Perspectives, promoting public uses of independent African American media. She has also served as Program Analyst at the New York State Council on the Arts, Electronic Media and Film Program, and was the Video Technical Director for Women's Interart Center. She has taught in the Core Department of California College of Arts and Crafts, and served as Director of Media at Middlesex County College and Assistant Director of Media at Union County College. Gibson has also taught at several artist-in-the-schools programs including Creative Resources, the SAY! Project and the Digital Media Center's Tapestry Project. She was a founding member of X-Factor, the San Francisco-based experimental media consortium, and has organized numerous conferences and media festivals. She has curated exhibitions for the San Francisco Cinematheque/Yerba Buena and the New Jersey Student Film and Video Festival, and the Living Room Festival sponsored by KQED-TV. Her most recent video work Last Tape (for my friends) premiered at the 1996 Flaherty Film Seminars.

Carol Goss worked in film, television and theatre prior to making video art at the Experimental Television Center and doing live video synthesis performances in New York City and San Francisco in the 1970s. She co-founded Improvising Artists Records & Video in 1974, credited with making the first 'music video'. She has exhibited internationally as well as lectured on visual perception and symbolic abstraction at Columbia University and Selcuk Universitesi in Turkey. Her work in abstract and non-narrative forms led her to found the Not Still Art Festival in 1996, an annual event in the Cooperstown region, which has received support from the Decentralization Program of the New York State Council on the Arts, from Media Alliance's Media Action Grant program and Presentation Funds.

Pamela Susan Hawkins has shown her time based works in such venues as the European Media Arts Festival, Osnabrück, Germany, the WRO 97 Festival in Wroclaw, Poland, Art in General in New York city, Mobius in Boston and the National Poetry Video Festival in Chicago. Her 15 year practice as an artist encompasses video, audio, digital, printmaking and photography. She holds a BFA in Printmaking from Rochester Institute of Technology and an MAH in Media Study and Fine Art Photography form S.U.N.Y. University at Buffalo. Pamela's employment has taken her from Artistic Director at Pyramid Arts Center in Rochester to Experimental Video Instructor at Rhode Island School of Design to Video/Audio Instructor at the National Academy of Fine Arts in Oslo, Norway. She has had residencies at the Experimental Television Center in Owego, New York and NOTAM in Oslo, Norway to make time based visual and aural works. Pamela currently teaches Drawing, Contemporary Art History and Video at N.Y.S.C.C. and is Assistant to the Directors of the Institute for Electronic Arts at Alfred University.

Jean Haynes, librarian at the Olean Public Library and the Patterson Public Library, has been active for many years with the independent media community. From the mid 1960's to the 1980's, Jean Haynes worked at the Chautauqua-Cattaraugus Library System and built a collection of independent video and film. She also worked collaboratively with the early video group Survival Arts Media who did workshops and production in library, educational and community settings. She curates an annual exhibition series, Rural Images, which brings independently produced film and video to audiences in the Southwestern area of New York State.

Chris Hill, scholar and independent consultant, received an undergraduate degree from the University of Michigan and an MFA in Photography and Media from the University of Buffalo. She has served on the Media Panel for the New York State Council on the Arts and on peer review panels for many arts organizations nationally. She has taught media production and theory at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, the New York State Summer School for the Arts, the Western New York Institute and for the Center for Media Studies at the University of Buffalo. She is currently teaching at Antioch College. She served as Curator of the Video Program at Hallwalls Gallery for many years, and has curated media exhibitions for organizations around the country. She has been on the boards of Squeaky Wheel and the Buffalo Cable Access Media. She served as consultant to Video Data Bank in the realization of Surveying the First Decade: Video Art and Alternative Media in the US, 17 hours of historic videotapes, and Resources and Texts, a comprehensive text with critical essays and reprinted articles from the decade. Her writing has been featured in Felix, The Squealer and in numerous catalogues.
Kathy High is a media artist, curator, and teacher living and working in New York City. She teaches in the Visual Arts Department at Princeton University. Her video works have been exhibited both nationally and abroad, and she has received numerous awards for her works including grants from The Rockefeller Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts. She is currently working on a musical about human genome mapping, called The 23 Songs of the Chromosomes. High is also the founder and editor of the critical journal, FELIX: A Journal of Media Arts and Communication, which encourages dialogue among alternative media makers.

Ralph Hocking is Emeritus Professor of Cinema at Binghamton University. In 1970 he created the Experimental Television Center Ltd.

Sherry Miller Hocking has worked with the Experimental Television Center since 1972. She has taught numerous workshops regarding video as a creative medium and served as advisor to undergraduate and graduate students. She has been an instructor at the Summer Institute at Visual Studies Workshop, teaching A Natural History of Video. She has served as a panelist for the Pennsylvania State Council on the Arts and the New York State Council on the Arts and a member of the Board of Directors of Media Alliance. In 1989 she became Program Director of the Electronic Arts Grants Program. She has curated or advised on many exhibitions of media art, including Video Pioneers at Ars Electronica in 1992 and recently Landscape: Mediated Views. She is presently actively involved in the preservation and cataloguing of the Center's videotape collection, and in research and website development for the on-going Video History Project.

Luke Hones has long been associated with Bay Area Video Coalition and is well-known for his work in the area of video restoration and preservation. Video preservation activities at BAVC have included the establishment of the first professionally-equipped, non-profit preservation center and the organization of Playback 1996: Video Roundtable, the first international symposium bringing together the fields of conservation, museology and media arts to address technical and ideological issues surrounding video preservation. Playback: A Preservation Primer for Video (1998) contains recommendations for storage and cleaning, procedural issues a glossary and bibliography.

Sara Hornbacher studied video with the Vasulkas and experimental filmmaking with Paul Sharits, Hollis Frampton and Tony Conrad, earning a graduate degree from the Center for Media Study at the University of Buffalo. She also studied with Dan Sandin, at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. Her first Artist-in-residency at ETC was in the Spring of 1976, where she continues to work today. She served as Managing Director of The Center of Creative Performing Arts at the University of Buffalo, staging John Cage and Lejaren Hillier's HPSCHD at the Albright-Knox Gallery. Upon receiving a NYS CAPS grant to support her own work, Hornbacher became associated with the tool development community surrounding the Experimental Television Center, including Peer Bode, David Jones, Paul Davis, Rich Brewster, and Ralph Hocking. From 1981 until 1994, Hornbacher lived and worked in New York City where she established an international exhibition/screening record, worked in the Television industry, received numerous grants to support her work, curated a number of video art screenings and events, and taught video for 9 years at The School of Visual Arts. In 1985-86, she was the Guest Editor for The College Art Association's first Art Journal issue on Video. In 1994, she accepted the position as Video Chair at The Atlanta College of Art. Since 1995, she has been actively exhibiting her work in Atlanta, showing video installation environments and sculptural video works at: Nexus Contemporary Art Center, The City Gallery at Chastain, The Atlanta College of Art Gallery, and most recently at The Fay Gold Gallery. She was awarded a Nexus Studio in 1996, and has received several other artist grants in support of her work. She is at work on a video installation environment for Requiem an end-of-the-millenium' show, curated by the TABOO group, for Nexus Contemporary Art Center.

Jim Hubbard began making films in 1975 and over the past twelve years has been increasingly concerned with issues of film and video preservation. In 1987 he co-founded the New York Lesbian and Gay Experimental Film Festival. From 1991 through 1996 he worked at Anthology Film Archives. In conjunction with the National Moving Image Database project of the American Film Institute he created the first computer catalog of Anthology's film and video collection encompassing over 5,000 titles. Under a grant from the Jerome Foundation he inventories and catalogued the entire Jerome Hill Collection. He also researched a report on the need for archival storage of work by makers with AIDS for Media Network, a national organization promoting social change. He authorer Meeting the Challenges of Video Preservation, with Mona Jimenez, for Media Alliance.

Kathy Rae Huffman is director of Electronic Media Arts and Communication, the undergraduate bachelor of science program at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She received her MFA in Exhibition Design (magna cum laude) with a minor in Radio/Film/Television, from California State University Long Beach, 1979, where she also completed the Certificate of Museum Studies (1978). She was chief curator of the Long Beach Museum of Art, and director of its regional media arts center program and artists post production facility, from1979-1984. She was curator/producer of the Contemporary Arts Television (CAT) Fund, a project that joined WGBH TV (Boston's public television station) & The Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, from 1984-1991. The CAT Fund commissioned artists such as Tony Oursler, Constance DeJong, Bill Viola, Ken Feingold, Dara Birnbaum, Laurie Anderson, Dan Reeves, Marcel Odenbach, Raul Ruiz, Joan Jonas, Chip Lord, Doug Hall, Jacques Louis Nyst, Ilene Segalove,
Joan Logue, and Bill Seaman to create groundbreaking works that explored the television environment and its relationship to contemporary art. Huffnung was based in Austria from 1991-1998, where she was a freelance curator, consultant, writer and networker. She organized exhibitions for the Ars Electronica, the Steinischer Herbst Festival in Graz, Telepolis in Luxembourg, for V2, Rotterdam and the MUU Media Festival in Finland. In Austria, she created online exhibitions for The Ars Electronica Center (Linz) server and the Public Netbase (Vienna) server. She initiated the column pop-- TARTS for the Telepolis online journal in 1996.<http://www.heise.dettp/>, and worked with the Soros Regional Network to establish media arts in the Centers for Contemporary Art throughout East Europe. She was a member of the international advisory board for C3 (Center for Culture and Communication), Budapest, Hungary, 1996-1997. Her Internet works include: SIBERIAN DEAL (1995) with Eva Wohlgemuth (Vienna), a travel investigation to understand value and the exchange of objects and information <http://www.t0.or.at/~siberian/vrteil.html > and <http://www.ifc.de/siberian_deal>, and FACE SETTINGS (1996-1998) <http://thing.at/face/> (with Eva Wohlgemuth), a performance/Internet work that investigates communication between women, on-line and in real life. Huffman regularly contributes to Telepolis, Rhizome and other online journals. She is a board member of ISEA (Inter Society for Electronic Arts) and a chartere board member of the Lyn Blumenthal Memorial Fund. She is an advisor to the VideoMedija festival in Novi Sad. She is the curator for The Virtual Museum System of Van Gogh TV, Hamburg, Germany http://www.vgtv.com, a 3D environment that connects the Internet and Museum collections. Her research is focused around issues of female environments in the Internet, 3D online environments and telepresence, and the history of Video and Installation art.

Amy Hufnagel, Senior Program Officer in Education of the New York Foundation for the Arts, is an artist, arts educator, historian and curator. She is a past Program Director for the New York State Alliance for Arts Education in Albany where she designed educational programming in arts education across the State, with a strong commitment to media arts and technology-based teaching. She has also taught American cultural history, art history and photography and video studio classes at Syracuse University and Casanova College. She received an Elizabeth Perkins Fellowship in 1991 for a regional history about women photographers in the Piscataqua Region (1884-1910). In collaboration with other scholars, she successfully implemented regional cultural history projects supported by major grants from the Maine Humanities Council, the National Endowment for the Humanities, The Greater Portsmouth Community Foundation and the Davis Foundation. Hufnagel's art and writing have recently appeared in Technology Review and at the Anthropology Museum at the University of California.

Mona Jimenez is an artist and media arts consultant. She was Executive Director of Media Alliance (1993-96) and continues to coordinate media preservation activities. She serves on the AMIA Committee on US National Preservation Plans, representing groups with independent media collections. In her media arts practice, she assists non-profits with their Internet, multimedia and video projects. Current projects include training art teachers to incorporate the Internet, program development for the Video History: Making Connections conference and circuite@mys, The Governor's Conference on Art and Technology, and assisting public television station WNET/Thirteen to create a tape archive. She was the recipient of an Artist Fellowship in Computer Arts from the New York Foundation for the Arts in 1998. With Liss Platt, she co-edited Magnetic Media Preservation Sourcebook, published by Media Alliance.

Dave Jones is a video artist and engineer who has been involved in the video art field for over 27 years, and has been developing image making tools almost as long. He started his career in 1971 with the European video performance troupe VideoHeads, and then moved on to video repair for CTL before forming his own company, Silver Bullet Video, in 1973. In 1974 he began a long relationship with the Experimental Television Center. As a technicia and designer, Dave developed many of the image processing tools used by artists at the Center from the mid 1970's through the present time. Though designing mostly analog image processing tools, he also developed some early digital video devices for artists. In the 70's he designed complete tools and systems for such artists as Ralph Hocking, Gary Hill, Sara Hornbacher, Shalom Gorewitz and Peer Bode. He has worked in the industry for Singer-Link Simulators, G.E. Aerospace, and Cornell University. Founded by Dave in the mid 80's, Designlab manufactures and markets his video designs. The 1990's have been spent providing technical support, and custom hardware and software for installation artists such as Gary Hill, Nam June Paik, Shu Lea Cheang, Stan Douglas, Dan Graham, Diana Thater, Beth B., Judith Barry, Laurie Anderson, and others. Some of his machines were used in the production of the 1993 movie Silver and have been used in art installations in some of the largest art festivals and contemporary art museums around the world. Image processing tools designed by Dave Jones are in artists studios around the world as well as the studios of several schools. He has been recognized for his designs by being mentioned in Grollier's Academic American Encyclopedia and Software Toolworks' CD-ROM Encyclopedia under "Video Art". Recently changing his company's name to Dave Jones Design, he continues to build video and computer tools for artists and museums.

Rejin Leys was born in New York and studied art at Parson's School of Design. She is a mixed media artist, art educator, and member of KAKO (Haitian Community Action Group). Her activist art has included posters, banners, props for street theater, and most recently a weekly show on public access produced in conjunction with members of KAKO and Paper Tiger Television.
Jim Lindner, President of VidiPax, has 30 years of experience with audio and video production and preservation of magnetic media. In 1991, the Andy Warhol Foundation asked Jim Lindner to help them play back some 1/2" videotapes that artist Andy Warhol recorded in the 1970s. Warhol constantly recorded the comings and goings of what he called his Factory, and these tapes had irreplaceable images of the leading artists and celebrities of the time. At first Jim thought that it was a simple mechanical problem with the aged videotape recorders. But as he worked with the problem, he found that the magnetic tapes were disintegrating and their images were in danger of being lost forever. He spent the next two years developing techniques to save the entire Warhol collection. To share his knowledge and help save other endangered libraries and archives, Jim Lindner founded VidiPax(tm). For his pioneer efforts Jim won a number of awards, including the prestigious Anthology Film Archives Preservation Award - the first such award ever given in the field of magnetic media preservation. He has subsequently published many articles in leading video and audio magazines and has given seminars at many professional associations, universities, and museums. In the spring of 1996, Jim Lindner testified as a key witness and panel member before the Library of Congress concerning the growing crisis facing magnetic tape.

Barbara London, Curator of Media Arts, at the Museum of Modern Art, founded the Museum's ongoing Video Exhibition Program in 1974. She has built an essential context for the visionary statements being made internationally in video and media art by multi-cultural voices, emerging talents, and more established artists such as Laurie Anderson, Gary Hill, Mako Idemitsu, Joan Jonas, Shigeko Kubota, Nam June Paik, and Bill Viola. Her objective has been to link the electronic arts with the more traditional art mediums. To document, preserve, and support this vital art field, she helped establish the Video Study Center and assembled its unique collection of more than 1,000 independently produced videotapes and related historical and theoretical publications. To further her professional development, Ms. London took two sabbaticals to investigate new trends in electronic technologies and the effects on the creation and distribution of the arts in Japan. She is committed to developing new partnerships between arts and corporate organizations. Recent publications include InterNyhet: A Curator's Dispatches from Russia and Ukraine (www.moma.org/internet); Stir-fry: A Curator's Dispatches from China (www.moma.org/stir-fry); Non-Personal Computer Art, Lyon Biennial. Lyon, Musee d'Art Contemporain, 1995; and Time as Medium: Five Artists' Video Installations, Leonardo, Vol. 28, No. 5.

Kristin Lucas is a Brooklyn-based artist working with video/installation, performance, and the world wide web. Her work addresses the complexity of her relationship toward automation and the psychological effects of rapid spread technology. Lucas has participated in festivals and exhibitions in the US and abroad since 1996. Her single channel videos were produced at the Experimental Television Center and are currently distributed by Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI).

Martin Lucas is a video editor and producer who works extensively in new digital formats for both production and post-production. His work has been featured at festivals including the New York Film Festival,Ars Electronica, and the Human Rights Watch Film Festival. Martin works regularly as a digital media consultant for schools and universities in the New York area, and teaches at Fordham University. Martin is a graduate of NYU Film School and a member of Paper TV.

Tara Mateik received her B.A. in Video from Hampshire College. She now does freelance video production in New York City. She serves as Technical Coordinator to the Video History Project.

Kevin McCoy is an artist who works with interactive multimedia, video, computer graphics, installation, and performance. His work addresses the interface of perception, communication and technology, and explores the rhetoric of the new media economy. He completed his MFA in Electronic Art at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, in 1994. His videotapes and interactive video installation have been shown widely in the US and in Europe. He is an Assistant Professor of Multimedia in the Art Department at the City College of New York.

Jennifer McCoy is a media artist residing in New York City. Her work in video, interactive media, and installation has been exhibited internationally. Recent showings included Tomorrows Homes Today as part of the ISEA festival (Manchester, England), the Viper Festival (Lucerne, Switzerland), and the Impakt Festival (Utrecht, Holland). Her work explores technologically mediated social institutions and examines them as sites of psychological drama. Specific projects have discovered these dramas in the worlds of medicine, domesticity, corporate culture, and space travel. Her education includes a film/theater degree from Cornell University and an MFA in Electronic Arts from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She is currently teaching at Brooklyn College.

Laura McGough is a curator, critic and media artist. Since 1990 she has organized media and visual art exhibitions for organizations in the US, Canada and Australia, and currently works as a programming consultant for Washington Project for the Arts/Corcoran. Her articles on video art, new media and visual art have appeared in FUSE Magazine (Canada), MESH (Australia), inContext (N. Ireland), New Arts Examiner, Fiber Arts and Sculpture. McGough has also contributed to Inuit Media from Igloolik, forthcoming in 1999. She has presented performative lectures on new media, cyberfeminism and net.art throughout the US and Canada and serves as the co-director of NOMADS, a virtual arts organization located on the World Wide Web at www.nomadnet.org. McGough is currently organizing two new exhibitions which will open in early 1999 - Performing Generations for The Art Gallery of Mississauga, Canada and Residue for Washington Project for the Arts/Corcoran.
Paul Messier is an art conservator specializing in the conservation of photographic materials and works of art on paper. He received an AB in Art History from Vassar College and an MA and CAS in the conservation of works of art on paper from the State University College in Buffalo. He has conducted advanced training and research at the Atelier de Restauration des Photographies in Paris in 1990 and at the Conservation Analytical Laboratory of the Smithsonian Institution in 1991. He served a Head Conservator in Paper and Photographic Materials at the Rocky Mountain Conservation Center and also taught in the Art Department of the University of Denver. He has published in both conservation and scientific journals. He is a founding member of Boston Art Conservation, a partnership of professional conservators which provides conservation services to clients throughout the US.

Rita Myers artist, New York City

Boyd Nutting electronic artist, Massachusetts.

Pauline Oliveros' life as a composer, performer and humanitarian is about opening her own and others' sensibilities to the many facets of sound. Since the 1960's she has influenced American Music profoundly through her work with improvisation, meditation, electronic music, myth and ritual. Many credit her with being the founder of present day meditative music. All of Oliveros' work emphasizes musicianship, attention strategies, and improvisational skills. She has been celebrated worldwide. During the 1960's John Rockwell named her work Bye Bye Butterfly as one of the most significant of that decade. In the 70's she represented the U.S. at the World's Fair in Osaka, Japan; during the 80's she was honored with a retrospective at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C., and the 1990's began with a letter of distinction from the American Music Center presented at Lincoln Center in New York. Seeking to support the creation of new works, their presentation and dissemination Oliveros established Pauline Oliveros Foundation Inc. in Kingston, NY, a non profit program for the arts in 1985. As a composer her recent awards include the Bessie Award from Dance Theater Workshop for Contenders (1991) a work for Susan Marshall Dance Company, a Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts (1992) for composing Epigraphs in the Time of Aids for the Deep Listening Band and a grant from the Foundation for Contemporary Performance (1994) for her work. Oliveros work is available on more than 17 recordings produced by companies internationally. Pauline has written articles for the Leonardo Music Journal.

Alan Powell works collaboratively with Connie Coleman and biographical information can be found under Coleman.

Walid Raad is a media producer and an assistant professor of media and cultural studies at Queens College, City University of New York. Ra'ad holds a PhD in Visual and Cultural Studies from the University of Rochester. His video and photography works have been exhibited widely in the US, Western Europe and the Middle East. His recent video works include The Dead Weight of a Quarrel Hangs (1998, NTSC, 18:00) and he recently co-edited with Deborah Root a special issue of the journal Public, titled Entangles Territories: Imaging the Orient.

Mary Ross is a professional artist, author and educator who has been working with video, photography, computer and performance art since the 1970's. She has received grants from National Endowment for the Arts, the New York State Council on the Arts and her work has been exhibited, performed and collected throughout the United States and Europe. Recent projects include live multimedia productions with composer/performer Eric Ross at the Berlin and Montreux Jazz Festivals, curating the Pioneers of Digital Photography exhibit and writing a resource book on video art for -12 art educators.

Paul Ryan worked in 1967-68 directly with Marshall McLuhan as a Fellow at Fordham University where he began experimenting with video. His first art showing was a video piece called Everyman's Moebius Strip in the 1969 Howard Wise show titled TV as a Creative Medium. He was the first video consultant to the New York State Council on the Arts. A participant in the alternate video group known as Raindance, Mr. Ryan conceptualized and initiated a utopian community base on video in the early seventies. Mr. Ryan's video art work has been presented in Japan, Turkey, France, Germany, Holland, Spain and throughout the United States, including at The Cathedral of St. John the Divine and The Museum of Modern Art in New York City. His design for an Environmental Television Channel has been presented at the United Nations. Mr. Ryan authored Cybernetics of the Sacred, Video Mind, Earth Mind; and Fire Water Father (with Jim Ryan). His articles have appeared in numerous journals including Radical Software, IS Journal, Millennium, Leonardo, and Terra Nova. His Earthscore Notational System was published by NASA. Mr. Ryan is currently a member of the Core Faculty in the Graduate Media Studies Program at the New School for Social Research in New York City.

Tom Sherman is a media artist and theorist currently an Associate Professor at Syracuse University where he teaches video production and media theory in its Department of Art Media Studies. He has been active in video, television and radio since the early 1970's. Most recently his activities have centered on live performance and public/WWW-based radio.
Debby Silverfine is the Director of the Electronic Media & Film Program at the New York State Council on the Arts. In her sixteen years with the Council, she has worked with the constituency to direct attention and resources to the preservation of independent media. She also organized and co-curated Set in Motion: NYSCA Celebrates 30 Years of Independents, an exhibition and catalog highlighting film and video supported by the Council. Debby Silverfine is also working with NYSCA to expand its support of technology advancement within the arts community. She was the Project Director for The Governor’s Conference on Arts & Technology, circuits @nys: The Arts in the Digital Age, held in March this year. She is presently working with NYFA on a number of projects to follow-up on the conference. She was the film programmer and Museum Educator at the Queens Museum and was an instructor at the Brooklyn Museum prior to joining NYSCA’s staff. She has served as the co-chair of the Media Arts Peer Group within the National Assembly of State Arts Agencies. She produced several editions of Room Service, a compilation of independent media supported by public funders, for the annual NASAA conferences.

Lisa Steele studied Literature at the University of Missouri before immigrating to Canada in 1968. Steele’s videotapes have been extensively exhibited nationally and internationally including: the Venice Biennale (1980), the Kunsthalle (Basel), the Museum of Modern Art (NYC), the National Gallery of Canada, the Institute of Contemporary Art (Boston), 49th Parallel Video series, the Vancouver Art Gallery and the Long Beach Museum. She is a founding director of V tape, a national information and distribution service for independent video, a founding publisher and editor of FUSE magazine, has been involved in the anti-censorship movement since 1980, is the past president of the Independent Film and Video Alliance / Alliance de la Video du Cinema Independant, a national lobbying organization for film and video, a founding member of the Independent Artists Union (Toronto), active in the Women’s Cultural Building Collective (1980-84), on the Board of directors of A Space Gallery (1984-86, 1989-92), past chair of the New Media Program at the Ontario College of Art where she has taught video since 1981. Steele served for three years on the Advisory panel for Visual Arts at the Canada Council and served as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Art Gallery of Ontario from 1993-97. Steele has published numerous articles, catalogue essays and in 1996, she co-edited (with Peggy Gale) the book VIDEO re/VIEW: the (Best) Source For Critical Writings On Canadian Artists’ Video, published by Art Metropole and V tape. Since 1983, Kim Tomczak and Steele have worked exclusively in collaboration with each other, producing videotapes, performances and photo/text works. Their individual and collaborative work was the subject of a major survey exhibition at the Art Gallery of Ontario in 1989-90. In 1993, Steele and Tomczak were recognized with two prestigious awards: the Bell Canada Award for excellence in the field of Canadian video art and a Toronto Arts Award (the Peter Herndorf Media Arts Award). In 1996, their most recent work The Blood Records received a world premiere at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Parry Teasdale was a founding member of the Videofreex, Inc. From 1969 through the mid-70s, the artists, producers and technicians of this collective and its successor organization, Media Bus, pushed emerging low-cost video technology beyond the limits its makers anticipated, creating a large library of tapes, installations, events and nonsense first in New York City and later in Lanesville, NY and around the US and overseas. He led the effort to start Lanesville TV, the nation’s first pirate TV station in 1972 and wrote Spaghetti City Video Manual (Praeger, 1973) as well as numerous articles for contemporary journals. He subsequently served as a consultant to the Federal Communications Commission Low Power TV Task Force and is currently managing editor of the weekly Woodstock Times and chair of the New York State Regents Advisory Council on Libraries. His latest book, Videofreex: A Memoir of Lanesville TV, America’s First Pirate Television Station will be published in the Spring 1999.

Kim Tomczak is a multidisciplinary artist primarily known for his work in performance, photography and video. Born in Victoria, B.C. in 1952, he graduated with honours from the Vancouver School of Art, now the Emily Carr College of Art, in 1975. He is a founding director of V Tape and is currently a Board Member of the Toronto Arts Council and the Alliance for Canada’s Audio-Visual Heritage. Since 1983, Tomczak has worked in collaboration with Lisa Steele. Their work has been the focus of a major survey and recognized with several awards for achievement. Their individual and collaborative work was the subject of a major survey exhibition at the Art Gallery of Ontario in 1989-90. In 1993, Steele and Tomczak were recognized with two prestigious awards: the Bell Canada Award for excellence in the field of Canadian video art and a Toronto Arts Award (the Peter Herndorf Media Arts Award). In 1996, their most recent work received a world premiere at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Keiko Tsuno is a co-founder of Downtown Community TV Center, the largest community media center in the United States. For the past 26 years over 50,000 students have studied the electronic media arts at DCTV. Ms. Tsuno has produced many documentaries for PBS. Her work includes The Story of Vinh (1991), winner of the CINE Golden Eagle Award and Special Distinction at the Tokyo Video Festival. For Third Avenue - Only the Strong Survive (1980) Ms. Tsuno received a National Emmy Award for Best Editing. The work also received the Grand Prix at the Tokyo Video Festival. Among her other award-winning works are Vietnam - Picking Up the Pieces (1978), Healthcare - Your Money or Your Life (1977) and Chinatown - Immigrants in America (1976). Keiko Tsuno has just finished the documentary Canal Street - First Stop in America (1998), which was produced through a film/video fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation and a grant from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
**Igor Vamos** uses techniques of the public relations industry to construct public media events. He currently teaches video and electronic arts at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY.

**Steina Vasulka** was born Steinunn Briem Bjamadottir in Reykjavik, Iceland, in 1940. She studied violin and music theory, and in 1959 received a scholarship from the Czechoslovak Ministry of Culture to attend the State Music Conservatory in Prague. Woody and Steina married in Prague in 1964, and shortly thereafter she joined the Icelandic Symphony Orchestra. After moving to the United States in 1965 she worked in New York City as a freelance musician. The Vasulkas began working with video in 1969, and in 1971, with Andres Mannik, they founded The Kitchen, an electronic media theater. Since 1980 they have lived in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Steina has been an artist-in-residence at the National Center for Experiments in Television, at KQED in San Francisco, and at WNET/Thirteen in New York. In 1988 she was an artist-in-residence in Tokyo on a U.S./Japan Friendship Committee grant. In 1996 she served as the artistic co-director and software collaborator at the STEIM Institute for Electronic Instrumental Music in Holland. She has received funding from the New York State Council on the Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, the American Film Institute and the New Mexico Arts Division. She received the American Film Institute Maya Deren Award in 1992 and the Siemens Media Art Prize in 1995. Under the auspices of Montevideo in Amsterdam her various installations have been shown in and outside Holland, and with other major exhibitions in recent years in Austria, Iceland, and Italy. In 1993 she co-curated with Woody the exhibition and catalogue, *Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt* (pioneers of electronic art) produced by Peter Weibel for Ars Electronica in Linz, Austria. In 1996 Steina and Woody exhibited eight new media installations under the title *Machine Media* at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, an exhibition repeated in Santa Fe a few months later.

**Reggie Woolery** is a video artist and writer based in New York City. He is a graduate of the Interactive Multimedia Program at New York University and is currently a fellow at the Society of the Humanities at Cornell University exploring issues of virtuality old and new. His internet board game, *Keep Your Hands Off the Park: A Roleplaying Game in Real and Virtual Worlds* looks at the intersection of digital culture and the privization of public space. Reggie is also contributing editor to the arts and culture journal *FUSE*, based in Toronto. He has taught on film, video, or computers art at New School for Social Research, Rutgers University, Long Island University, New York University, Cooper Union, and School of Visual Arts. He has served as a board member or administrator for Media Alliance, Media Network, Black Filmmaker Foundation, Third World Newsreel, and New American Cinema Group.

**Walter Wright** started creating electronic images and sound at the University of Waterloo in 1966. He has been a video animator, an associate director at the Kitchen, artist-in-residence at the Experimental Television Center, a teacher, a programmer, and an illegal alien. He is presently a legal alien and designs computer games for GameFX in Arlington, MA.
CONTRIBUTORS

The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts was established in 1987. In accordance with Andy Warhol's will, its mission is the advancement of the visual arts. The Foundation's objective is to foster innovative artistic expression and the creative process by encouraging and supporting cultural organizations that in turn, directly or indirectly, support artists and their work. The Foundation values the contribution these organizations make to artists and audiences and to society as a whole by supporting, exhibiting and interpreting a broad spectrum of contemporary artistic practice. The Foundation is focused primarily on supporting work of a challenging and often experimental nature, while noting that the interpretation of those terms may vary from place to place and culture to culture. In this regard the Foundation encourages curatorial research leading to new scholarship in the field of contemporary art.

Black Hammer Productions is the interactive media company that helps clients meet the challenges of tomorrow, today. As a new media developer and design studio, we create interactive products and adapt brands and identities to interactive environments. Black Hammer harnesses digital technologies to develop compelling consumer products and strategic marketing solutions. Black Hammer has produced award-winning games and educational CD-ROMs for Scholastic New Media, Prentice Hall, and Simon and Shuster. For the Internet, we have created websites for clients such as Thomas Publishing, as well as web games for the Showtime Network and General Mills. We recently completed interactive presentations for the Wall Street Journal and the Pyramid Companies real estate group, a video wall for Bayer Corporation, and the Ultra Challenge medical trade show kiosk for another major pharmaceutical company. We are currently developing interactive projects for the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory; WNET's Nature television series; the Asset Alliance family of hedge funds; and Bombardier Business Aircraft, a leading manufacturer of corporate jets.

Dave Jones Design is a unique small business that specializes in products and services for artists and museums involved in electronic art. Founded by Dave Jones in 1985 under the name Designlab, it is now involved in many aspects of Video Art and electronic installation art. There are standard products like the LasrPlay series of laserdisc synchronizers, used to synchronize multiple channels of video laserdiscs, and the VMUX series of video routing switches. Also available are custom designed and built hardware/software systems that can manipulate raw images, editing data, or mechanical devices. Products built by Designlab/Dave Jones Design have been used in major contemporary art exhibitions around the world by some of the best known artists in the field. All of the products are designed in-house by Dave Jones, and fabricated either in-house or by one of several sub-contractors to exact specifications. For large or complex projects, there is also a team of electronic designers, mechanical designers, and fabricators available.

The Experimental Television Center was founded in 1971, an outgrowth of a media access program established by Ralph Hocking at Binghamton University in 1969. Today the Center offers a unique concentration on electronic image-making by providing a residency program for artists from around the world, with access to both analog and digital tools, many custom-designed by Dave Jones and other artist-technicians. A grants program offers support to New York State organizations for personal appearances by digital, video and film artists and to individuals to assist with the completion of cinema and sonic works. The Center provides support services to artists, serving as a sponsoring organization for projects in the electronic and film arts, assisting with proposal development and providing fiscal and administrative management. Preservation and research activities are focused on the videotape collection and on electronic imaging instruments. The Video History Project is an on-going research effort concerning the development of video art and community television; the website is constructed as both an information-gathering and exchange system.

The Everson Museum of Art, formerly the Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts, was founded by George Fisk Comfort, and held its inaugural exhibition in 1900. Over the years the museum had several homes. In 1968 it opened its present quarters in a building designed by internationally-acclaimed architect I. M. Pei. The collection is wide-ranging, along several focal areas. The permanent collection represents American paintings, sculpture, drawings, and graphics that date from Colonial times to the present day. The Everson Museum also made an early and long-term commitment to the ceramic arts, enabling the museum to amass one of the most comprehensive holdings of American ceramic art in the nation. The Everson Museum has played an important role in the media field, establishing one of the first nationally-recognized Media Programs, under Director James Harithas, appointing David Ross as Video Curator. Today the Museum is engaged in a program of restoration of the video collection.
Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center is a multi-disciplinary arts center in Buffalo which for over 20 years has presented contemporary art to audiences in the Western New York region. Hallwalls’ mission is to support the creation and presentation of new work in the visual, media, performing, and literary arts. Hallwalls is dedicated in particular to work by artists which challenges and extends the boundaries of the various art forms, and which is critically engaged with current issues in the arts and, through the arts, in society. In the past 20 years, Hallwalls has presented the work of over 7,000 artists from around the world.

The Institute for Electronic Arts at the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University was established in 1997 and is dedicated to the integration of electronic media within the fine arts through a focus on art-making, research and education. The Institute was established in 1997 to support the development of electronic imaging studios, and to encourage cross-disciplinary work and interactive workshops for the promotion of professional dialogues. The Institute sponsors projects which involve interactive multi-media, distance learning and communication systems. The Institute’s Corporate Sponsors include the Macer Corporation, ColorSpec Corporation, Polaroid, SMART Technologies and UMAX Computer Corporation. The Institute members include faculty members in Systems Engineering, Art History as well as the Fine Arts. Directors: Peer Bode, Joseph Scheer and Jessie Shefrin. Technical Specialist: Mark Klingensmith. Sonic Arts: Andrew Deutsch. Art History: Gerar Edizel, Barbara Lattanzi. Design: Paul Mazzucca. Honorary Members: Harland Snodgrass, John Wood.

Light Work was formed in 1973 by Phil Block and Tom Bryan to support emerging and under-recognized visual artists working in photography and related media through exhibitions, artists’ residencies, special projects and publications. Light Work is the programming affiliate of Community Darkrooms, a public access photography and computer lab at Syracuse University. Light Work Gallery features exhibitions from the collection. The Robert B. Menschel Photography Gallery features solo and small group exhibitions. The Artist in Residence Program provides opportunity for artists to create new work. Contact Sheet is published four times each year and features works which are exhibited in the Menschel Gallery and also created through the Residency Program.

Media Alliance was founded in 1979 as an advocacy and service organization dedicated to advancing the independent media arts - video, audio, and computer arts - in New York State. Media Alliance is a membership organization, committed to expanding resources, support and audiences for media arts. Members include media arts centers, distributors, museums, libraries, educators, cable access and public television programmers, and independent artists and producers. Media Alliance provides media arts information and referral, publishes a bi-monthly newsletter, Media Matters, and convenes members for workshops, conferences and working groups on pressing issues. Media Alliance also provides funding to rural media groups through the Media Action Grant for projects that network media makers or groups.

The New York Foundation for the Arts enables contemporary artists to create and share their work, and provides the broader public with opportunities to experience and understand the arts. The Foundation accomplishes this by providing responsive leadership and advocacy, offering financial and informational support, and building collaborative relationships with others who are committed to the arts in New York State and throughout the United States.

The New York State Alliance for Arts Education is a not-for-profit Statewide service organization dedicated to ensuring that the arts become an integral part of every child’s education in New York State. The Alliance provides informational services and professional development programs; creates networking and partnership opportunities for educators, teaching artists and arts professionals; and presents arts education programs across the State. The NYSAAE is supported in part by its members, the New York State Council on the Arts, the John F Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the New York State Education Department and the Chase Manhattan Bank.

The New York State Council on the Arts, a state agency, was established in 1960 by Governor Nelson Rockefeller and the State Legislature, and became a state agency in 1965. The Council funds activities in a wide range of disciplines. Almost from its inception, the Council recognized the importance of support for artists working in electronic art forms and independent film. The New York State Council on the Arts is dedicated to preserving and expanding the rich and diverse cultural resources that are the heritage of the people of this State. Through government funding and all other means within its power, the Council seeks to support and strengthen:

- The freedom of artists to exercise their creativity, aspiring to the best in all artistic forms, without interference or censure,
- The right of New Yorkers of all ages, wherever they may be within the State, to learn about and experience, first hand, the varied and rich cultures of our people,
- The ability of arts groups and organizations to serve their communities by presenting artistic works of quality.
VidiPax is the nation's largest restorer of video tape and magnetic media ranging from obsolete format to damaged reels. VidiPax is dedicated to restoring magnetic tape and keeping the stored information accessible and usable in the future. With headquarters located in New York and local offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Canada, VidiPax is now in the process of opening offices worldwide. The VidiPax philosophy and technique for magnetic media restoration is similar to art conservation. VidiPax has the staff and the facilities to evaluate, restore, and remaster virtually every form of magnetic media. We own a museum of recording equipment that spans the history of recorded media including every conceivable broadcast, corporate, and consumer format, domestic and international. In addition, VidiPax has recording options that are state-of-the-art and include digital recording as well as direct output to computer files in all formats. VidiPax has been involved in the restoration of magnetic tape used in television and motion picture productions, including Oliver Stone's Nixon. Staff are highly trained professionals who work with irreplaceable collections on a daily basis. VidiPax clients include the NBC News Archive, Library of Congress, Yale University, and the Andy Warhol Foundation, in addition to many other leading broadcasters and archives.

Visual Studies Workshop is an internationally recognized center for media studies, including photography, visual books, electronic imaging and film. It is located in two historic buildings, comprising 44,000 feet of space in Rochester's museum and cultural district. It serves visual artists and the general public with diversified programming in education, exhibitions, and publishing. Artists residencies, access programs, and internships make the facilities available for the production of artworks and for scholarly research. A Master of Fine Arts degree in visual studies is offered through a joint program with the State University College at Brockport, incorporating studies in history, theory, and criticism with an emphasis on studio practice in photography, visual books, and electronic media.
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<tr>
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<td>Temple University</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ross</td>
<td>259 Oak Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ross</td>
<td>San Francisco Museum of Modern Art</td>
<td>151 Third St</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA 94103</td>
<td>415 357 4000 Fax:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sfmoma.org">www.sfmoma.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walid Raad</td>
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<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:wraad@earthlink.net">wraad@earthlink.net</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nan Rubin</td>
<td></td>
<td>914 251-6864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Raftery</td>
<td>Western Connecticut State University</td>
<td>181 White Street</td>
<td>Danbury, CT 06810</td>
<td>203 837-8257 Fax:</td>
<td><a href="mailto:raftery@wcsub.ctstateu.edu">raftery@wcsub.ctstateu.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Reifsteck</td>
<td>273 Richard Ave #10</td>
<td>716 884-6518</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:sarahreifsteck@acsu.buffalo.edu">sarahreifsteck@acsu.buffalo.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hank Rudolph</td>
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<td>208 Front Street</td>
<td>Owego, NY 13827</td>
<td>607 687-1423 Fax: 607 687-4341</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hankru@hotmail.com">hankru@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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